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Abstract—Innovation in interdomain routing has remained stagnant for over a decade. Recently, IXPs have emerged as economically-advantageous interconnection points for reducing path latencies and exchanging ever increasing traffic volumes among, possibly, hundreds of networks. Given their far-reaching implications on interdomain routing, IXPs are the ideal place to foster network innovation and extend the benefits of SDN to the interdomain level.

In this paper, we present, evaluate, and demonstrate ENDEAVOUR, an SDN platform for IXPs. ENDEAVOUR can be deployed on a multi-hop IXP fabric, supports a large number of use cases, and is highly-scalable while avoiding broadcast storms. Our evaluation with real data from one of the largest IXPs, demonstrates the benefits and scalability of our solution: ENDEAVOUR requires around 70% fewer rules than alternative SDN solutions thanks to our rule partitioning mechanism. In addition, by providing an open source solution, we invite everyone from the community to experiment (and improve) our implementation as well as adapt it to new use cases.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networking, Internet eXchange Points, Inter-domain routing, Peering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) have become ubiquitous elements fueling a surge of peering interconnections and ultimately leading to a denser and flatter Internet [1]. Nowadays, the largest IXPs interconnect hundreds of Autonomous Systems (ASes) and carry huge traffic volumes (even several Tbps) [2]. Around 80% of the announced address space is reachable through the existing IXPs [3] and their presence extends to the most remote regions [4], [5]. While IXPs have facilitated greater interconnectivity and affordability, many fundamental drawbacks in the Internet are rooted in the protocol enabling interdomain connectivity, i.e., the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP only provides a very limited indirect control for ASes to set their reachability policies: it is exclusively based on IP destination and its influence is restricted to neighboring networks. To overcome these limitations, Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been recently proposed: SDN supports logically centralized network control at a fine level of granularity, well beyond the IP destination-based approach of BGP. Unfortunately, only the intradomain level has benefited from SDN deployment so far [6]. Because of their centrality and relevance, IXPs are the ideal place from where to extend the benefits of SDN to the Internet at large [7]. However, existing SDN solutions for IXPs are either non-deployable at real fabrics, because they cannot handle multi-hop topologies, or provide only very limited SDN capabilities [8], [9].

This paper presents and evaluates ENDEAVOUR, a platform that enables an SDN-based IXP architecture fully exploiting SDN capabilities and deployable in virtually, any real-world IXP topology. Building upon the ideas of Gupta et al. [8], the scalability techniques of Gupta et al. [9], and the fabric management approach of Bruyere [10], ENDEAVOUR is highly scalable, deployable in multi-hop IXP topologies, and reduces broadcast traffic within the fabric. Enabling full SDN capabilities in a multi-hop IXP entails significant challenges: we identify such challenges and their solutions. First, we study how to distribute the forwarding rules across the IXP switches to curtail the consumption of their scarce resources. ENDEAVOUR frees resources from the core switches by circumscribing their tasks to intra-fabric forwarding: only the edge switches have routing policies installed and use them to select the path towards the fabric egress. We also identify how to reduce the amount of routing policies installed in the edge switches. By exclusively installing the outbound policies in the edge switch where the policy owner is connected to, we limit forwarding state duplication, further helping to save switch resources. Secondly, we identify multiple mechanisms for failover recovery and fast BGP route withdrawal. While single-switch IXPs can simply reroute the affected traffic according to the next best or new policy, a multi-hop IXP is challenging. In ENDEAVOUR, we identify three mechanisms to tackle this issue: duplication of outbound policies, bouncing packets back to the ingress switch, and injection of recovery information in the packets. Finally, using real data one of the largest European IXP, and a realistic multi-hop topology, we evaluate ENDEAVOUR and show its scalability and advanced use cases [7] such as internal IXP load-balancing, i.e., across the core-switches, and blackholing. Our evaluation shows that ENDEAVOUR requires around 70% rules less than alternative SDN solutions [9], [10], its internal load balancing approach achieves similar results to the more complex but typically used Equal-Cost Multi-Path Routing (ECMP) [12], and provides a fast fail over recovery mechanism.

In short, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We present the ENDEAVOUR platform, an SDN enabled IXP architecture deployable in real-world (multi-hop) IXP topologies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the relevant background while Section III presents the ENDEAVOUR architecture. The challenges faced and how ENDEAVOUR tackles them are discussed in Section IV and Section V evaluates the ENDEAVOUR architecture. Finally, Section VI overviews the related work and Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. IXP and Route Servers

IXPs are typically implemented as a simple layer-2 broadcast domain where member networks connect through BGP-speaking routers to exchange traffic. While small IXPs’ fabrics might be organized with just one switch, larger IXPs frequently have a multi-hop topology composed of edge and core switches [2]. The edge switches connect to the IXP member routers whereas the core switches only interconnect edge switches, ensuring redundancy and scalability. IXPs operate at the Ethernet level, and are rarely involved in routing decisions. Originally, IXP members had to establish BGP peerings using TCP connections with every IXP member. As IXPs grew in size [14], this solution became impractical because it involved keeping too many BGP sessions, with the associated administrative and operational overheads. IXPs introduced Route Servers (RS) [15] to address this problem: IXP members can receive all the routing information available to the IXP through a single BGP session with the RS, which acts as sophisticated route reflector.

B. iSDX: A Scalable Software-Defined Exchange

The iSDX [9] is a scalable SDN solution for IXPs with a single switch topology, that builds upon the previous SDX [8] project. SDX proposes a programmable SDN fabric that allows members to override default BGP routing behavior with more fine-grained SDN policies. The SDX approach relies on a RS through which IXP members exchange reachability information via BGP, and the SDX controller, that provides each member fine-grained control over the incoming and outgoing traffic flows. The design of the SDX controller ensures that the forwarded traffic complies with the SDN policies and the advertised prefixes. Each member runs an SDN control application either on the central controller or on a local machine while its border router exchanges BGP information with the IXP’s RS. The SDN controller collects the SDN policies from all members, reconciles them with the current BGP routing state, and computes the forwarding rules that are installed at the IXP fabric. While a naïve implementation of the above would result in the explosion of the forwarding state [8], iSDX devises innovative techniques to reduce the SDN rule compilation time, number of forwarding table entries, and forwarding table update rates. The first aspect is tackled by distributing the control plane computation load across the members. The second and third aspects are addressed by decoupling the BGP state from the forwarding state of the IXP fabric. This solution greatly compresses the forwarding state and the update rate.

ENDEAVOUR builds upon the iSDX solution to decouple the BGP and the SDN control plane, but differently from the iSDX solution it is deployable in any real IXP topology, whether single or multi-hop.

C. Umbrella: A Scalable Multi-Hop Fabric

To exchange traffic, IXP members typically learn each other physical address, i.e., MAC address, using the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP). However, ARP traffic volumes in large IXP fabrics can be high enough to overwhelm members’ routers with low capabilities [16]. The amount of ARP traffic is even higher during network outages [17] which occur quite frequent [18]. When many routers attempt to resolve the IP addresses of peers that are not available anymore, generating the so-called “ARP storms”. The network congestion resulting from such events can impact the BGP connectivity, thus causing severe disturbances [16], [19]. Umbrella [10] eliminates the need of location discovery mechanisms based on packet broadcasting, i.e., ARP request or IPv6 neighbor discovery, by taking advantage of the static nature of the exchange. Umbrella features on-the-fly translation of broadcast packets into unicast ones by exploiting the OpenFlow (OF) ability to rewrite the destination MAC addresses of frames. In particular, for any packet entering the fabric, the ingress OF switch encodes the path towards the egress in the destination MAC field, i.e., transforming into unicast the ARP broadcast traffic. Core switches then use the encoded path to forward the packets accordingly. Finally, the egress edge switch replaces the encoded MAC address with the original one.

ENDEAVOUR leverages the Umbrella design to obtain an efficient transport layer over a multi-hop topology, by removing all the side effects related to broadcast traffic, and by enabling effective access control over the fabric. Additionally, ENDEAVOUR enables on-the-fly recomputation of the internal IXP paths, when member’s policies change or when a major network disruption happens. Finally, Umbrella does not deal with link failures, a problem that we discuss extensively in Sect. IV.

III. THE ENDEAVOUR ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 presents the architecture of ENDEAVOUR. At the physical level, a set of OF-enabled switches performs the forwarding functions within the IXP fabric. The switches are interconnected according to the IXP operator’s most common network topology, e.g., full-mesh or spine-leaf.

In line with the SDN principle, ENDEAVOUR relies on a logically centralized Fabric Manager component that acts as an interface to the low-level physical network. The fabric manager exposes to the members and IXP operators a logically coherent view of the network and a set of high-level primitives, greatly simplifying the data plane management tasks. Through the fabric manager, the IXP operators can easily deploy customized applications such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation or internal load balancing, while...
IXP members can define fine-grained routing policies such as inbound/outbound traffic engineering or Access-Control-Lists (ACLs) configuration using the SDX policy interface. Note that the routing policies defined using the SDX policy interface are visible to the IXP: members that regard their routing policies as strictly private information, should not reveal them through the SDX policy interface. Different techniques such can be used to enhance privacy [20], [21].

To install the appropriate forwarding states into the switches, the fabric manager gathers information from several ENDEA VOUR components. First, to ensure forwarding consistency with the BGP state, the fabric manager collects all the BGP routes advertised by the members from the RS component¹. Second, it collects the policies from the members’ controllers. Finally, the fabric manager also reads the current members’ configurations (e.g., port bandwidth, physical MAC addresses) from the Member Information Base component to compute the intended forwarding state.

To forward packets throughout the IXP network, the fabric manager makes use of two crucial elements: (i) the EDGE FORWARDING HANDLER (EFH), based on iSDX and Umbrella, and (ii) the CORE FORWARDING HANDLER (CFH), based on Umbrella. The EFH is responsible for handling the packets entering the fabric: for each packet, the EFH selects an egress IXP port and an internal path. The egress IXP port selection is based on the iSDX module while the internal path selection process leverages the source-based routing encoding scheme of Umbrella which is dictated by the internal load balancing configuration of the IXP operator. The CFH, instead, is solely responsible of forwarding packets across the IXP network, leading to very light requirements for the core switches. Applying a source-routing approach within the fabric is possible thanks to the inherently static nature of the IXP environment. Indeed, connecting a new IXP member device is coordinated between the member and the IXP: first, the member communicates the MAC address of its device, then the IXP assigns a physical port in the IXP network to such device. This information is stored in the Member Information Base. This setup coordination between the IXP and its members breaks the premises of traditional neighbor discovery mechanisms, such as ARP or ND, where new devices can be connected to a network without any coordination with the network administrator.

A. ENDEA VOUR IXP fabric in action

This section describes the ENDEA VOUR control and data plane operations. In particular, the paragraph Route Setup phase describes the steps performed by the fabric manager to produce the forwarding state required to enable connectivity among members, while Data exchange phase shows the sequence of operations performed by the forwarding plane to route a packet across the fabric.

Route Setup phase: Figure 2 depicts the route setup phase in ENDEA VOUR. Initially, the fabric manager learns BGP reachability information from the RS (step 1) as well as the configuration, e.g., mapping of MACs, IPs, ports, from the member information base (step 2), and the SDN policies of the members’ controllers (step 3). To reduce the forwarding state, the fabric manager then combines the BGP reachability information and SDN policies to determine which destination prefixes have the same forwarding behavior within the IXP network. Such prefixes are aggregated into Forwarding Equivalent Classes (FECs), each of which is assigned to a virtual IP (vIP) and a virtual MAC (vMAC) address. The fabric manager then sends the vIP to the RS (step 4) and the associated vMACs to the ARP-Proxy (step 5). The RS uses the vIP as the next-hop of those routes announced to its members that are destined towards a prefix contained in the FEC associated to such vIP. The vMAC contains the encoded set of members that announced a route towards a specific prefix. The ARP-Proxy sends the appropriate vMAC as a gratuitous ARP-reply for any IP address in the FEC associated to vIP, thus binding a packet to its designated vMAC. Whenever a member announces or withdraws a route, the EFH modifies the vMAC accordingly, leaving the forwarding state unaffected. Finally, the fabric manager installs the forwarding rules for support source-routing within the fabric in both the edge and core switches (step 6).

¹The RS also guarantees backward compatibility with traditional IXP designs, where members can enforce their policies through standard BGP mechanisms, e.g., BGP communities, AS-Path prepending.
Data exchange phase: In Algorithm 1, we present the ENDEAVOUR data plane pipeline, i.e., the sequence of operations that are performed by a switch \( S \) when it receives a packet \( \text{pkt} \) from one of its incoming ports \( \text{iport} \). Initially, \( S \) verifies that \( \text{iport} \) is an IXP ingress port, i.e., whether it connects to an IXP member’s device (line 1). If so, the fabric egress port \( \text{eport} \) for the packet is selected according to (i) the sender’s outbound policies and the receiver’s inbound ones as stored in the EFH tables, (ii) the vMAC encoded in the destination MAC \( \text{dmac} \) of the packet, and \( \text{iport} \) (line 2). Based on the chosen egress port, the sequence of outgoing ports that has to be traversed by \( \text{pkt} \) to reach \( \text{eport} \) is encoded in \( \text{dmac} \) as a stack of 8-bit labels (line 3). Since there are only 48 bits in the destination MAC, this forwarding approach limits the maximum number of hops within the IXP to be less than 6. We note this requirement is typically met by design in current fabrics. In addition, the flexibility of OF allows us to use less bits in the encoding scheme to increase the number of supported hops, as suggested in [22]. Regardless of whether \( \text{iport} \) is an IXP ingress port, \( S \) processes the packet according to the value on the top of the stack (line 4), which is popped before forwarding the packet (line 5)\(^2\). If this operation leaves the stack of labels empty (line 6), then the next hop of the packet is a member’s device, which requires the switch to rewrite the destination MAC with the address associated to the member’s physical port (line 7). Finally, the packet is forwarded through its designated outgoing port (line 8).

```
input : A packet \( \text{pkt} \) received from port \( \text{iport} \)
output: The updated packet and its outgoing port

1 if \( \text{iport} \) is an ingress port then
2 \hspace{1em} \text{IXP}_\text{eport} \leftarrow \text{EFH}_\text{ISDX}(\text{pkt.dmac,iport})
3 \hspace{1em} \text{pkt.dmac} \leftarrow \text{EFH}_\text{Umbrella-setup}(\text{IXP}_\text{eport})
4 \hspace{1em} \text{eport} \leftarrow \text{CFH}_\text{Umbrella-peek}(\text{pkt.dmac})
5 \hspace{1em} \text{pkt.dmac} \leftarrow \text{CFH}_\text{Umbrella-update}(\text{pkt.dmac})
6 if \( \text{pkt.dmac} \) is all zeros then
7 \hspace{1em} \text{pkt.dmac} \leftarrow \text{member_mac}(\text{eport})
8 send \text{pkt} out from \text{eport}
```

Algorithm 1: ENDEAVOUR data plane pipeline at switch \( S \).

IV. FROM SINGLE TO MULTI-HOP IXP FABRICS

Realizing SDX in practice is challenging. From the members’ perspective, an IXP acts as a high-performance virtual switch that provides sub-millisecond interconnectivity latency among a multitude of different organizations. In practice, however, IXPs rarely consist of a single switch. In fact, to cope with the increasing volumes of traffic exchanged among their members, a number of IXPs (e.g., LINX, AMS-IX, DE-CIX) have grown from a single switch topology to large infrastructures with distributed switches located in different data centers, where packets are forwarded through intermediate core switches before leaving the fabric. As such, realizing SDXes in practice entails addressing a series of non-trivial challenges that stem from aligning the need for high-performance packet forwarding operations with the underlying distributed environment. Specifically, IXP operators must carefully understand how the forwarding state scales with the number of configured SDN policies, how to easily load-balance the forwarded traffic across the high-speed IXP fabric, and how to quickly reroute traffic in response to network failures — three crucial operations that we discuss below.

A. Scaling the forwarding state

Today’s approaches lack multi-hop support. Traditional IXP fabrics provide a layer-2 interconnection network to their members, thus limiting the amount of state within the network to a bare minimum, i.e., one entry for each member’s layer-2 address. However, in SDN enabled IXPs, as members’ (legacy) routers are unable to forward packets according to fine-grained policies (e.g., layer-4 information), the fabric requires storing information regarding each member’s policies into the IXP switches. Unfortunalty, they only have limited forwarding state resources. While previous work [9] devised techniques for reducing the amount of forwarding state installed within a single-switch IXP fabric, the problem of distributing the rules across the fabric has remained uncharted.

Our approach limits forwarding state duplication. To improve the scalability of the IXP fabric, we distribute the routing policies across the switches as follows: member’s routing policies are installed at the edge switches by the Edge Forwarding Handler, whereas the core switches are left with the simpler task of forwarding traffic towards its designated egress point — a task that is managed by the Core Forwarding Handler (as explained in the Algorithm 1). A straw man solution would be to simply replicate the members’ policies across each of the IXP switches, but this would result in a waste of the already limited switches’ forwarding table resources.

To efficiently utilize resources, we draw two key observations. First, for each IXP member, it suffices installing the member’s outbound policies at the ingress edge switches where the member connects to. Indeed, packets (potentially) matching a given member’s policy will enter the IXP network only from those ingress switches. Second, inbound policies must be installed in every edge switch because the computation of a packet’s egress point occurs when the packet first enters the IXP network. Finally, members’ blackholing [23] policies are replicated at those IXP ingress switches where the targeted malicious traffic is expected to enter the fabric. However, given the current nature of DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks where multiple sources target a single destination, blackholing policies can be aggregated and installed at the IXP egress switches only, thus trading lower forwarding state space for higher IXP fabric bandwidth overhead. We show the benefits of such partitioning of the forwarding rules in Section V.

\(^2\)To enable such a forwarding scheme, every switch must have two action tables: forwarding and copy-field. OF 1.5 specifications allow copying and rewriting part of a header field.
B. IXP internal load balancing

Today’s load balancing mechanisms are hash-based. Even though a portion of the overall traffic might remain local at a certain edge switch, a large fraction of the overall traffic needs to traverse the IXP fabric. This large quantity forces network operators to carefully configure their internal routing paths in order to optimize the load per link within the IXP network. To this end, large IXPs deploy highly symmetrical topologies and use ECMP Routing [12] to equally spread the load among their internal links. In hash-based ECMP, the hash of the flow identity (i.e., IP addresses and transport port numbers) is used to deterministically select the outgoing port. Thus, ECMP guarantees that each packet of the same flow is forwarded along the same path.

Simpler SDN-based load-balancing. We rely on a simpler, yet effective, mechanism for load balancing traffic across the IXP fabric. Instead of employing the “black-box” optional capabilities of commercial legacy switches, such as hash-based forwarding, we capitalize on the features available in any OF-enabled switch. In particular, we compute the outgoing port according to the least significant bits in the IP source and destination addresses as also proposed in [24]. This mechanism provides a main advantage: while a black-box solution cannot be easily upgraded if not suitable anymore, this simple load balancing technique can be adapted on-demand. Our evaluation (Sect.V) demonstrates that this approach attains a load balancing performance comparable to hash-based approaches in multi-hop topologies. This is a crucial gain in the IXP context where replacements costs are high.

C. IXP fast failover recovery

Legacy IXPs have limited fast reroute capabilities. To attain the highest reliability within the IXP fabric, IXPs currently leverage the fast rerouting capabilities of the legacy routing protocols (e.g., OSPF, MPLS). Upon any internal link failure, such mechanisms quickly reroute packets towards their designated egress ports along a pre-computed alternate path. The extent to which theses approaches improve network robustness is, however, inherently limited by the lack of information about alternative IXP egress ports through which traffic can be rerouted. As a result, whenever a link connecting an IXP egress switch to a member’s BGP router fails, all packets forwarded through that port are dropped, a highly undesirable behavior from an operational perspective. For example, any member with two ports connected to the IXP fabric might desire to receive traffic through any of these two ports whenever a port is down or the sending member may want to reroute its traffic towards a different member in case of failure.

Current single-switch SDN-based fast reroute does not extend to multi-hop topologies. In a SDX fabric with a single switch topology, rerouting along a link failure is a trivial task: as soon as a link between the IXP switch and a member’s router fails, the former one quickly disables the forwarding rules affected by the link failure, thus rerouting the traffic according to the next best SDN policy. In a multi-hop fabric, performing fast reroute is more challenging as the failed link may not be located on the same switch that computes the IXP egress port of a packet. We discuss three different approaches to tackle this challenge, each achieving a different trade-off in terms of the size of the forwarding tables, bandwidth overhead and packet processing overhead. Finally, we show that such approaches can be re-used to quickly reroute traffic in response to BGP withdrawal messages.

Approach #1: duplicating outbound policies. The first approach is to replicate all the member’s inbound/outbound policies across all the switches and to keep a copy of the vMAC within the packet header (e.g., in the source/destination MAC address fields). Whenever a link fails, the Edge Handler Controller at the affected egress switch recomputes using the iSDX tables a new egress port according to the member’s policies and the updated vMAC of the packet, exactly as in the above single-switch setting. As discussed in Section IV-A, this approach comes at the price of extensive duplication of the forwarding state, i.e., each member must store both the inbound and outbound tables of all members.

Approach #2: bounce packets back to ingress switch. The second approach consists in bouncing back to the ingress switch any packet that has to be forwarded through a failed link. In this way, a new egress port can be recomputed by the Edge Handler controller using the iSDX tables. While this approach prevents unnecessary duplication of the forwarding state, a waste of bandwidth and increased packet latency will occur with respect to the first approach.

Approach #3: inject recovery information into packets. Finally, the third approach strikes an interesting trade-off between all of the above overheads at the cost of additional information stored into the packet header. Whenever a packet enters the IXP network, the ingress switch leverages the iSDX tables to compute a primary and a backup egress ports. This can be achieved in different ways. One possible way is to first process a packet through the iSDX tables to compute a primary egress port, which, in turn, removes the owner of that egress port from the vMAC of the packet. After performing this operation, the modified packet is processed again by a second set of iSDX tables, which, in this case, will then return the second best egress port. Since OpenFlow does not allow switches to recirculate packets through the same forwarding table, duplication of the iSDX tables is necessary to support this operation. In this case, the switch performs two operations. It first stores the Umbrella encoding of the path towards the primary egress port into the destination MAC field. Then, it stores the backup egress port identifier in the source MAC address, a field where in iSDX has 38 spare bits that are currently unused3. This additional information is used by the egress switches to reroutes packets upon any link failures between the fabric and the members’ devices. While this approach guarantees a fast reroute, it requires the switch to store also the additional iSDX and Umbrella tables for the fallback path, at the cost of switch memory and processing delay.

Fast reroute upon BGP route withdrawals. Similar techniques can be also used to reroute packets in response to

310 bits are used to store an identifier of the sending member.
BGP control plane modifications, i.e., withdrawals of BGP route towards a certain destination. Namely, edge switches can match BGP packets and modify their forwarding table accordingly, i.e., rerouting the packets affected by the BGP withdrawal.

V. Evaluation

We assess the scalability and performance of ENDEA VOUR using real data from one of the largest IXPs in the world. It has around 1000 provisioned member ports and more than 700 members which announce over 190 thousand distinct prefixes. The data set includes the RIB table dump of one of the IXP RSs (i.e., the BGP state) and sampled flow records of the traffic. We emulate ENDEA VOUR on a topology of 4 edge switches connected in a full-mesh with 4 core switches using Mininet (v2.1). This is a realistic IXP topology similar to current deployments and reflects the current trend of adopting core-edge network design in production at large IXPs (LINX, AMS-IX, DE-CIX). To emulate the BGP process at the participant’s routers we use Quagga. However, due to the large overhead of emulating hundreds of participants, the experiments with a large number of members do not rely on instantiation of emulated routers. Instead, BGP announcements are fed directly to the ENDEA VOUR’s control plane.

A. Distribution of flows in the edges

First, we evaluate the number of flow entries required by ENDEA VOUR to support such a large IXP using the approach of Hermans et al. [25] but for different performance metrics and in a multi-hop topology. As input to the ENDEA VOUR controller we feed the RIB dump from the RSs of our vantage point. In turn, the controller generates flow rules according to the member’s policies and distributes them on the IXPs fabric as explained in Sect. IV. While we extracted announcements for a total of 557 members from our RIB dump, to fully evaluate the scalability of ENDEA VOUR, we randomly generate additional members up to a total of 800. Each of the generated members announces 16 prefixes (the median in our data dump), and we assign them to the edge switches in a round robin fashion.

Figure 3 shows the average number of flow rules per edge switch in ENDEA VOUR for up to 800 members, where each has a variable number of outbound policies (4, 8 and 16) that alter the forwarding behavior of BGP towards 10% of the total participants. The graph shows that a balanced distribution of members’ policies across the edge switches results in a linear growth of the required flow entries. We observe that, spreading the outbound rules across the (four) edges switches is a crucial operation for scaling the IXP fabric, in this case a gain of a factor of 4. Indeed, the number of outbound rules installed on each switch is bounded by the port density of the physical switches. Although [9], [25] use different datasets, we perform a rough comparison for similar numbers of participants and policies. ENDEA VOUR requires around 70% less rules than iSDX and the Hermans et al. solution. Whereas for 500 participants and a maximum of 4 policies each, iSDX [9] required 65,250 flows rules, ENDEA VOUR needs just an average of 22,094 flow rules per switch. Similarly, for 800 participants and 16 polices each, the Hermans et al. [25] needs over 500,000 flow rules while ENDEA VOUR requires only an average of 137,971 flow rules per switch (73% less). The results confirm that the distribution of members’ outbound policies across multiple switches largely enhances the scalability of ENDEA VOUR.

B. IXP internal load balancing

The ENDEA VOUR intra fabric load balancing mechanism spreads packets across core switches based on the least significant bits in the IP source and destination addresses. We evaluate this solution with a one-day data set from one of the edge switches of the large IXP. The maximum (minimum) observed throughput is 1.2Tbps at 20:57PM (0.2Tbps at 5:03AM). While IXPs frequently use the more complex hash-based ECMP to balance the traffic inside the fabric across its edge switches, we show that ENDEA VOUR succeeds with a simpler mechanism. Figure 4 depicts the traffic distribution across the four core switches over time when the ENDEA VOUR load balancing mechanism is in place, achieving significantly better performance, where each of the four links constantly receives less than 27% of traffic. An ideal ECMP scheme would obtain an almost perfect balancing at the cost of the drawbacks discussed in Section IV. While between 7AM and 9AM, our solution provides an almost perfect traffic load balancing, from 0AM to 6AM we observed a slight misalignment. To gain further insights, we analyzed the size of the flows and their total traffic share, as illustrated in Figure 5. The two measurements t1 and t2 spread over one hour each, with t1 starting at 1AM and t2 at 7AM. We define a flow as the traffic exchanged between a pair of source and destination IPs. Interestingly, a larger fraction of smaller traffic flows is forwarded during t2. This is consistent with previous studies on data centers, where static load balancing techniques gain in performance by increasing the fraction of smaller
flows [26]. The ENDEAVOUR load balancing mechanism is hence appropriate, as IXP traffic is typically characterized by smaller flows due to the traffic requested by eyeball and ISP networks [27].

C. Blackholing

To evaluate the blackholing capabilities of the ENDEAVOUR platform, we record the BGP blackholing updates at a large European IXP [23] over the course of one day. These announcements and withdrawals are then replayed by using the ENDEAVOUR blackholing API. Figure 6 depicts the installation time of the new updates and reports the total number of rules installed in the fabric. Updates are performed in blocks of 50. We measured the time from calling the API to the application of the last rule on the data plane.

Figure 6 shows how the first block of updates is completed within 7 and 9 seconds. When issuing 1300 updates in consecutive blocks, times raise above 10 sec. The number of rules installed in the fabric scales to 2122 after 2000 replayed flow rule updates: the time for rules to take effect grows proportionally.

D. Forwarding State Recovery

We now evaluate the time required by a switch to retrieve its whole forwarding state from the controller, an operation that happens in case of software or hardware failures. We compare three different solutions: (i) Umbrella, (ii) a Learning Switch, i.e., a Layer-2 forwarder which relies on the OpenFlow controller to flood broadcast ARPs, and (iii) ENDEAVOUR. In this analysis, we connect 250 members in our Core-Edge multi-hop topology. Figure 7 shows the average completion time for retrieving the forwarding state of each switch in the topology. We observe that the rule partitioning technique described in IV plays a key role in the time reduction: the lower the number of rules required per switch, the lesser the time needed to recover the forwarding state.

VI. RELATED WORK

IXPs are the ideal place to extend the success of SDN from the intradomain, e.g., [6], to the interdomain level. IXPs have grown in number [1] and size [14], carrying huge traffic volumes [5], and interconnect a multitude of networks [2], [3]. With about 80% of the address space reachable through IXPs [3], [15], [28] affect a large share of the Internet. Being such a central element [2], [4], [28] makes them an ideal place to deploy the ENDEAVOUR architecture to bring SDN to the interdomain settings. Introducing OF in IXPs is a recent and promising idea [8]–[10], [29]. The Cardigan project [29] implements a hardware based, default deny policy, capable
of restricting traffic based on RPKI verification of routes advertised by devices connected to the fabric. While this approach offers the required protection for a stable IXP fabric, it is less suitable for IXPs that wish to remain neutral with regards to IP forwarding. Gupta et al. developed an SDN-based eXchange point (SDX) to enable more expressive policies than conventional hop-by-hop, destination-based forwarding [8]. iSDX shows that it is possible to implement representative policies for hundreds of participants while achieving sub-second convergence in response to configuration changes and routing updates [9]. However, iSDX only considers an IXP topology with a single switch, but in reality there might be multiple hops within the switching infrastructure. TouSIX [30] is the first European SDN-enabled IXP. TouSIX employs Umbrella [10], a multi-hop SDN fabric manager that tackles part of the control traffic, the broadcast traffic, directly within the data plane and can be implemented in most real IXP topologies. However, Umbrella lacks both on-the-fly recomputation of the internal IXP paths and protection mechanisms for link failures.

The ENDEAVOUR platform builds upon these experiences to produce an SDN-enabled architecture even more scalable than iSDX [9] and readily deployable in virtually any existing IXP topology. The set of use cases that can be enabled have been introduced in [7] and partially demonstrated in [31].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In contrast to the rapidly evolving Internet, innovation in interdomain routing has remained stagnant. Despite the efforts to change this situation with the clean slate approach of SDN, its success has rarely gone beyond intradomain level. IXPs, with their central role in the Internet, present an ideal opportunity to break this deadlock and extend the benefits of SDN to the Internet at large. In this paper we presented, evaluated, and demonstrated ENDEAVOUR, an SDN platform for IXPs. ENDEAVOUR is a practical solution that can be deployed on multi-hop IXPs, supports a large number of use cases, is highly-scalable, and avoids broadcast storms. Our evaluation with real data from one of the largest IXPs showed the benefits, use cases, and scalability of our solution. In addition, by providing an open source solution, we invite everyone from the community to experiment, improve, and extend it.
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